DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT DAY
The Department of Commerce celebrated its third department day on
April 4, 2018. Mr. Arvind Kalia, the National Head and Mentor at
Rajasthan Patrika graced the occasion as the chief guest. The event
commenced with the lighting of lamp by the honorable chief guest and
distinguished dignitaries, Dr. KKS Bhatia (President, PU), Dr. Manoj
Gupta (Pro-President(I/C), PU) and Dr. Nikhil Varghese (Dean SOC/SOM).
Mr. Arvind Kalia was honored by a memento by Dr. KKS Bhatia. Dr. Nikhil
Varghese instituted the program with a welcome note. He talked on the
gravity and importance of the field of commerce and trading. He focused
on improvising on communication skills and general awareness which are
the major contributors of effective employment. His message that flame
of learning should be alive within you was laudable. The welcome note
was succeeded by an annual report presentation of department by the
students under the guidance of the head of the department Ms. Aditi
Kaushik.
A valuable talk was delivered by the honorable chief guest Mr. Arvind
Kalia, thereafter. He applauded the work of the department and shared
his pragmatic and treasured knowledge on attaining success. He is
associated with the TV program ‘Success Mantra’. He directed his talk on
committing to the journey and not to the result. The program reached it
pinnacle with the key address of Dr. K.K.S Bhatia where he shared his
valuable insights on being industry ready with soft skills as a powerful tool
in hand. He exemplified with the success stories of famous artists like
Amitabh Bachchan (actor) and Navjot Singh Sidhu (Cricketer&
Commentator).
Thenceforth, the parents of the placed students and rank holders of odd
semesters were felicitated by the dignitaries. The fifth issue of the
biannual newsletter of department of Commerce, ‘Poornima Consortium’
was released by the luminaries and the chief editor, Ms. Priyanka Nair.
The newsletter release was followed by alumni talk by Mr. Akhil Roy and
was felicitated by Dr. Manoj Gupta.
A documentary on imperative junctures of the department was also
showcased. Memento and Certificate were distributed by Dr. Nikhil
Varghese and Dr. Rishi Sharma who made benchmarks in various
activities. Certificates were also appropriated to the students who have
received scholarship from university. Post the certificate distribution, Dr.

Manoj Gupta enlightened the audience with his words of wisdom. He
fixated on making Poornima University a gauge in the field of commerce
and management. He advised to avoid the 2 C’s, i.e. Corruption and
Confusion to evade the roadblocks to success. He also narrated an
inspiring story and shared a quote, “ Manzilon se gumrah bhi kar dete hai
kuch log, har kisi se rasta puchna acha nahi hota”. He advised to be an
able decision maker and avoid confusion created by invaluable
suggestions.
The department day concluded on a jubilant note.

